We review the various arguments which have been advanced for and against the use of executable speci cations. Examples are given of the problems which may arise in applying this technique and of the bene ts which may accrue. A case study is reported in which execution is used to validate the published speci cation of a commercially available package. We conclude that there are circumstances when executable speci cations can be of high value but that execution must be used together with, and as a supplement to, other methods of validating speci cations such as inspection and proof.
Introduction
Formal speci cations have been accepted as having value in a number of areas, including critical systems. A speci cation that does not correctly capture requirements, however, is of dubious bene t. Validating a speci cation, whether formal or informal, is known to be di cult. With a formal speci cation there are a number of techniques available for validation, including review, proof, and execution. This paper considers these techniques, particularly the latter. Execution of formal speci cations is somewhat controversial. The debate is rather similar to that concerning program proving 1] 2] as a means of verifying program correctness, though less heated; no single technique su ces for speci cation validation, so commentators are prepared to be pragmatic on the issue and accept any technique on the basis of its results, rather than taking a philosophical stance.
An interesting commentary on the feasibility of executing speci cations is the beautifully written 3]. The theme of this paper is the tradeo between expressiveness of the formal notation and its executability. Hoare takes the example of the email: famg,peterg@ecs.soton.ac.uk greatest common divisor function and speci es it in full rst order predicate calculus. This is a notation with conjunction, disjunction and negation. In general such a speci cation can only be executed by blind search through the space of all proofs, a technique which Hoare estimates would take longer than the lifetime of the universe to discover that gcd(2; 3) = 1. The speci cation is then re ned, using the same notation, re-expressing it without negation to obtain a logic program, then without disjunction to obtain a functional program. The nal step in the re nement is to eliminate even conjunction by replacing it with sequential composition, thus moving into the area of imperative programming. The cost of this re nement is that each version of the speci cation is longer, further from the original requirements, and harder to understand. The bene t is the improvement in executability. Though in fact Hoare is writing about program design, not execution of speci cations, he advises us that \an engineer should take advantage of ... notational freedom to ensure that the formalization of requirements is simple and well-structured so that, together with its informal explanation, it obviously describes what is really wanted, and not something else". From this we can infer that Hoare places clarity above executability; and that trading o the former in favour of the latter should be postponed to the separate activity of program design. This is probably the majority viewpoint in the formal methods community.
In the current paper we consider the arguments for and against that point of view. In the next section we review the literature. In section 3 we clarify the issues and develop the arguments further. Section 4 contains a larger case study involving the validation of a published speci cation by execution. This is followed by a summary and our conclusions.
Review of the Literature
A promising approach to execution is found in the work of Knott, Krause and Dick 4] 5] who investigate the automatic translation of Z into Prolog for the purposes of animating formal speci cations. These authors make use of negation as nite failure. This means they require failure within a nite period of time, and so they restrict all types to nite subsets. For example the integers are restricted to a nite subrange. Though in theory this compromises the soundness of the translation, this restriction does not seem to have caused many problems in practice. By this method many of the speci cations given in the book of case studies 6] have been successfully translated and executed. Note however that the performance of these animations has been rather poor, so that the authors found it necessary to apply transformation techniques to improve the execution times 5]. These transformations were not selected automatically, though a transformation tool was used to apply them. The authors conclude \execution of the Prolog can o er more than simple animation; execution of the Prolog can also be used to check logical consistency and non-determinism".
It is possible also to translate formal speci cations into functional languages. For example Johnson and Sanders 7] translate several of the case studies 6] to a Miranda-like notation (Miranda is a trademark of Research Software, and is described by Turner 8] ). The translation scheme was not automated. These authors also found it necessary to use transformation techniques to improve the performance. Their conclusion is that \the method potentially has a great deal to o er", but that \further work is required to develop/document the approach and to produce usable support tools."
Another similar example of this approach is due to the present authors 9]. Here the target language for the translation is me-too 10]. The case study was taken from 6]; the translation scheme was not automated; and it was necessary to use transformation to improve performance. A novel feature is that the Z speci cation itself was the subject of the transformation rather than the transliterated executable version. The authors conclude that executing formal speci cations has the following possible uses \to improve con dence", \to produce a prototype system quickly", and \to guide design", and that there is \value in having an implicit speci cation that de nes useful invariant properties, and a constructive one that suggests implementation techniques."
As a nal example on the extensive literature on executing formal speci cations, we mention the work of Kans and Hayton 11] who succeed in prototyping a subset of VDM in ABC, a dialect of BASIC! Perhaps in response to these e orts in executing speci cations, Hayes and Jones 12] advocate that speci cations are not (necessarily) executable. They consider various classes of problem and show the utility of speci cation notations involving inverses, negation, and quanti ers. They also consider di erent uses for nondeterminism, a useful speci cation device, but one which is hard to implement satisfactorily. They conclude that \speci cations are intended for human consumption" and \for this role programs have too much detail of how to solve the problem, rather than specifying what problem is to be solved". They explain that testing non-deterministic programs with a particular input \does not guarantee that the program is correct for that input." This leads them to suggest that to determine the validity of a speci cation one must examine the speci cation itself, not the results of executing it. They suggest that even where a wide-spectrum notation (CIP 13]) is used it is important to avoid the pitfall of confusing the objectives of speci cation and prototyping; the latter has the objective of giving the user a \feel for the system", which is desirable particularly in the design of user interfaces. They plead that \the positive advantages of speci cation should not be sacri ced to the separable objective of prototyping". Implicitly they are arguing in favour of other methods of validation (reviews and proof) rather than execution.
As a direct riposte, Norbert E Fuchs 14] argues that \speci cations are (preferably) executable". He takes examples from Hayes and Jones 12] and translates them into a logic speci cation language (LSL) which is more expressive than Prolog. The translation scheme was not automated. It is claimed that the translations are made \on almost the same level of abstraction and without essentially altering their structure". While this claim is open to debate it is indeed impressive that Fuchs manages to implement each of Hayes and Jones' examples with a brief declarative program. The author concludes that the advantages of executable speci cations are \executable components are available much earlier than in the traditional lifecycle", \requirements that are initially unclear can be clari ed and completed by hands-on experience", and \execution of the speci cation supplements inspection and reasoning as means for validation".
An example of a system that provides support for formal speci cations, type checking, animation and proof is the B Toolkit 15]. The advantages of having a uni ed system are clear. There is no need for translation (automatic or manual) of a speci cation before animation or proof can begin. The animation deals with non-determinism in the simplest possible way; asking the user to decide what value to choose; the toolkit then checks that the chosen value has the required properties and continues. In e ect, this form of execution has the user act as an oracle where decision procedures would be infeasible.
An interesting view on this issue is found in a recent report on formal methods and the certi cation of safety critical systems 16]. Rushby (page 68) considers \there is a limit to what can be achieved by inspection." More e ective scrutiny requires \challenging the speci cation". This can be done, it is claimed, by posing questions such as does sort(sort(x)) = sort(x)? Such questions can be answered by theorem proving, or, with certain speci cation styles, by execution. \While execution of test cases can be a useful aid to validation, the more general challenges mentioned earlier may be more revealing and may yield greater insight" as they \examine general properties. However, validation is assisted by the examination of the speci cation from as many viewpoints as possible, and both execution and challenges contribute to that end." In other words Rushby believes that execution and proof are complementary and should be used in conjunction.
In a recent paper describing experience of applying formal methods in the hardware industry 17], claims are made that \it is essential that the descriptions of a design in di erent notations are checked against each other". Visual inspection and proof by hand are two approaches, but are not \consistent with the need for fast design iteration". Simulation, automatic compilation, automatic comparison, and computer assisted proof are also considered, but each has drawbacks. The author advocates the use of automatic model checking, and also a visual speci cation style (diagrams with formal semantics). Model checking is feasible for a syntactic subset of CSP trace speci cations that de ne nite state CSP processes, so that consistency and re nement of speci cations are decidable. Having an automatic model checker provides the solution to the twin problems \how can an electronic engineer bene t from the theory of CSP without having to learn about it?" and \how can an electronic engineer be tricked into learning about the theory of CSP involuntarily?" It is helpful that, where problems exist, the model checker is able to calculate traces that show their existence. It is by examining these traces and re ecting on them that the engineer bene ts from, and learns, the theory of CSP. The teaching program \Tarski's World" 18] exploits the bene ts of a nite universe to teach the language of rst order logic in a similar way.
A novel method of validation is suggested by Dick's automatic partition analysis 19]. This work, which is intended to support the automatic generation of test cases, also o ers the speci er an alternative view of what they have written. The postcondition part of an operation de ned in VDM-SL 20] is converted into disjunctive normal form. In e ect, the speci cation is automatically partitioned into disjoint cases, which can be used to generate tests. The partitioning also however \may permit the speci er to discover, by examination of the test domains generated, combinations of input and before-state values for which the speci cation is not satis able". In other words the automatic partitioning can aid the author in reading their own de nitions and nding errors in them. This is notoriously di cult since it is easy for authors to read their own words and see what they intended to say, not what they actually said. Having the computer rst rewrite the speci cation re-presents the speci cation in altered form and can help the author to con rm correctness, or to locate errors.
Further Discussion
The issues raised by the review above can be summarised as follows.
The con ict between clarity and executability The relative merits of proof and execution in validating speci cations The potential unreliability of manual transliteration for execution The ine ciency of some forms of execution The possible merits of hybrid forms of execution.
In this section we examine the rst two points in more detail.
Clarity versus Executability
In our opinions, syntax does matter. Consider Fuchs' de nition (from 14]) of the set of hamming numbers, which is represented as the list Hamming.
hamming_numbers(Hamming) <-set(H, (natural_number(H) /\ has_prime_factors_2_3_5(H)), Hamming)
As the list is in nite, this de nition is modi ed to give the pre x up to some limit.
hamming_numbers(Limit, Hamming) <-set(H, (limited_natural_number(H, Limit), /\ has_prime_factors_2_3_5(H)), Hamming) This is a typical instance of the minor modi cations that are needed to make a speci cation executable, or to make execution e cient. Translating this de nition back into standard mathematical notation gives Hamming = fH : 0::Limit j prime factors(H ) f2; 3; 5gg This can easily be read out loud and expressed in natural language. For example Hamming is the set of all H from 0 up to Limit such that the prime factors of H are among 2, 3 and 5. The logic program above is, it seems to us, more di cult to convert into natural language; you cannot easily read it aloud. The reason lies in the \syntactic gap" 21] between natural language, formulae and programs. It is desirable in a speci cation that this gap is minimised, for example by using formulas which have the same parse tree as an equivalent natural language sentence; 2 + 2 = 4 is easily seen to be saying the same thing as \two and two equals four" because they both parse in the same way. Inspection remains an e ective method of validating speci cations, so it is important that speci cations are comprehensible, and that the syntactic gap is minimised. Note that Fuchs considers \the lack of correctness of software the most serious problem in software development, and not ... the possible lack of expressive power of speci cation". Our point here is that poor expressive power leads to clumsy expressions which inhibit the review process; thereby contributing directly to \lack of correctness". It is interesting to note that Fuchs 22] has gone on to investigate the use of controlled natural language which allows \natural usage by non-specialists" in writing speci cations that \can be accurately and e ciently processed by a computer". A prototype translation system converts the natural language subset into a logic programming notation.
To reinforce the importance of the \syntactic gap", consider the Hamming problem as de ned in 12], which they use as an example of \non-computable clauses in speci cations". The Hamming numbers are, according to Hayes and Jones, \those whose only prime factors are 2, 3, and 5." The problem is to generate the sequence of Hamming numbers in increasing order. This is de ned formally by Hayes and Jones as ham : 1 ! ordered(ham)r an ham = fn : j 8 p : Primes p divides n ) p 2 f2; 3; 5gg This formula is interesting because of the tension between it and the natural language description quoted above. In fact the formula as given matches more closely the original description given in Dijkstra 24] , of \all numbers divisible by no prime other than 2, 3, or 5." The actual de nition given by Hayes and Jones (\those whose only prime factors are 2, 3, and 5") is more naturally formulated as ran ham = fn : j prime factors(n) = f2; 3; 5gg But this is an entirely di erent sequence (starting at 30, not 1). Now of course everyone reading this paper knew what the Hamming numbers were all along. However the example illustrates nicely the issues concerned in validating a speci cation. There are requirements written in English, probably quite imprecisely, and there is a formula written in mathematics which purports to capture its essence. The goal is surely to write formulae and descriptions that clearly correspond, not to introduce di erences willfully. (It has been argued 25] that it is the act of writing two descriptions in di erent notations that makes formal speci cation so e ective; but that is a di erent point.)
Proof versus Execution
After review, arguably the most e ective technique for validating a speci cation is, as Rushby says, to challenge it, constructing and proving conjectures about its properties. High quality proof is expensive. Most \theorems" proved in mathematics are not theorems, or at least the rst time they are \proved" they are not. The e ort involved in nding the problems and correcting them pushes up the cost of proof just as it pushes up the cost of programming. Lakatos 26] argues refuting established theorems is a good thing, since it is through understanding their mistakes and improving their proofs that mathematicians develop mathematics. Engineers have di erent goals and proof is employed in computing to increase a customer's con dence in a product. Most often the rst time a program is run it is not correct; and the rst time a theorem is stated about a program, or a speci cation, it is not correct. If the goal is to nd the right theorem and prove it as quickly as possible, the quickest method may be to start by searching for counter-examples rather than a proof. The computer is quite likely to be more useful in the former task than the latter. Indeed this is the whole point of model checking 17].
Our observations of industrial use of the B animator suggest that a) animation does help to remove problems from speci cations, and b) that it is still useful to supplement animation with proof. To illustrate this point, consider the following (trivial and unrealistic) speci cation, which is intended to de ne a three digit counter, with one integer state variable, c. Perversely, the counter increments by 5 rather than 1. There are two problems with this. Animation helps to locate the rst one, which is with the operation inc. The correct test is c < 995, or even cc+5 < 1000. This error is easily found by either execution or proof. With execution, the standard technique of testing boundary values nds the error immediately. Using proof, the error is found by failure to satisfy the veri cation condition, namely that the invariant is preserved. Since this condition is automatically generated, and it happens to fall in the decidable fragment of linear arithmetic the error could in principle be detected automatically, for example by the Omega test Pugh 92]. In more realistic speci cations however the cost of execution is low compared with the cost of proof. In support of this observation, the next section consists of a longer example, taken from a published speci cation of the Modula 3 Threads package.
A deeper problem with the speci cation as given is that the datatype invariant, as stated, is too weak. In fact it can be proved by induction that cc mod 5 = 0 is invariant. This stronger property may be useful in data re nement, for example if it is intended to implement using an 8 bit integer. For this simple speci cation the strongest invariant could in principle be discovered and simpli ed automatically. For more realistic speci cations nding a sensible formulation of data type invariants requires both insight and proof; execution is unlikely to help with this.
The Modula 3 Threads Speci cation
In this section we describe an executable speci cation used to validate the Modula 3 threads speci cation. The speci cation which we used 31] had been published in a book about Modula 3. The speci cation had a bug in it, the result of a typing or transliteration error according to the original authors. This bug was in fact wellknown to them, having been discovered shortly after publication (and corrected in later editions of the book). However, we did not know of the bug at the time of the validation exercise and so we recount how we discovered it.
The threads speci cation which we used was written in Larch 32] , in a combination of LSL (Larch Shared Language) and LM3 (Larch to Modula 3 Interface Language). A thread is an independent locus of execution in a concurrent program. In Modula 3 a thread is an object which can be manipulated. In particular it has a procedure which can be executed. By having many threads execute their procedures concurrently, one is able to write reactive programs which respond to external events and harness the power of more than one processor to a single task. In order to organise the necessary communication between threads, Modula 3 provides the notions of a Mutex, a mutual exclusion semaphore, and Condition on which a thread can wait.
The early part of the speci cation of Mutex and Condition is, as far as we have been able to determine, a valid one. The bug which we discovered is in a later, more complex, part of the speci cation where Alerts are speci ed and where there is interference between Alerts and Conditions. We shall describe that in due course, but rst let us discuss the requirements which a speci cation such as this imposes upon us if we are to validate it by execution.
Clearly it is important that the Larch is interpreted as directly as possible by our executor. It would be problematic if we had to do a great deal of translation of the Larch text before we could execute it. The objects which the speci cation manipulates are sets, so we need a language which can directly support operations on sets. That is a straightforward requirement to satisfy. But the other basic capability which the speci cation assumes is that there will be multiple loci of execution, multiple threads. Without that property the de nitions of Mutex and Condition are pointless. To have full control over the execution of many threads, so that the kind of interference which Mutex is designed to avoid can be arranged, is not so easy. Our decision was to implement an abstract machine, with only the simplest of data manipulation capability, but with the ability to fork many threads and to step through the instructions in each thread in any interleaving which we chose.
Between them these requirements dictated a structure for the execution harness which was as follows Validation Experiment
Threads Speci cation (transliterated from Larch) set of concurrent Abstract Machines Sequential Abstract Machine The sequential abstract machine was based on the design of the SECD implementation for functional languages, for that was a design which we understood well. The eventual implementation coded each instruction in two parts, for that was required when the threads instructions were eventually implemented. Each sequential machine instruction I had a Boolean valued operation when(s,I) where s is the state of the machine on which the instruction is to be executed. This operation is true only if s is in a state which does not block the instruction. The second component
But of course we need to be able to execute many sequential machines in (quasi) parallel, each having been forked into existence by some means. So we have a set of machines and we arbitrarily select a machine to progress at each step.
Given this structure for the abstract machine it was straightforward to transliterate each Larch speci cation into the corresponding executable form.
It is not our intention here to go into details of how the actual executable speci cation was encoded. Rather we want to concentrate on the way that it was tested in order that we can discuss our claim that this is a satisfactory method of validating a speci cation.
The rst stage was to extensively validate the individual sequential machine. The minimum number of data manipulation instructions were de ned that ensured that the machine could compute some simple recursive arithmetic functions. It was tested by de ning factorial and bonacci. Then, when the threads capability to fork new threads had been added it was tested initially by having each thread (of say three) compute a di erent arithmetic function, without interference, while interleaving their instructions randomly. Then, we demonstrated that interference could be observed in a simple readers and writers problem. Two threads were given access to the same shared variable. Both were able to read and write it. The writes were not atomic. Interference was observed when one thread began a read before the other had completed a write. Thus the scene was set to exhibit the e cacy of the Mutex implementation.
Increasingly complex versions of the readers and writers problem were encoded using standard transliterations of Modula 3 idioms for accessing shared variables.
The speci cation passed all these tests. However, this was not the complete speci cation. In Modula 3, as well as being able to Signal a thread, one is able to Alert a thread. This has the e ect of raising an Alerted exception in the thread which is the subject of the Alert. The Modula 3 speci cation has a very particular subtlety to express about the semantics of this mechanism. This concerns the required guarantee that Signal will always ensure at least one thread proceeds. This guarantee must be maintained even though some candidate threads may have been Alerted. The Larch speci cation of the extended Wait primitive, AlertWait is extensive. It is the section where we discovered the bug. To test it, it was necessary rst to extend our sequential abstract machine with exceptions and test these. They were also tested in the context of multiple threads. Now the speci cations of Alert and AlertWait could be transliterated into the executable form. Again the required translation is extremely simple and it is possible, if a little wearisome, to check the transliteration by eye. A series of graduated tests was constructed.
Ultimately a test was constructed for the executable speci cation which constructed two threads, the rst executing a loop which would waited on a particular Condition (protected, as required, by a Mutex), in each iteration. The second thread would loop, acquiring the Mutex, signalling the Condition and (sometimes) Alerting the rst thread. What should happen is that when the unAlerted rst thread is signalled, it should terminate normally. This did not happen. In fact the rst thread behaved as if it had been Alerted. When the experiment was repeated with the rst thread now having been Alerted, instead of going into the code to handle the Alert, it terminated normally. Inspection of the speci cation revealed that a crucial test had been negated. We removed the NOT. The tests performed as they should.
But we could not believe that our experiment had uncovered a bug. The speci cation in general is very elegant. We have enormous respect for the authors. In particular they recount, in the very paper we were working from, how earlier versions of the speci cation had been incorrect and how these errors had initially eluded readers but eventually been found by the normal process of review. They even printed the earlier erroneous speci cation as a warning to the unwary. All this caused us to really suspect our own experiment and in particular our experimental set up. As explained above, there was an elaborate infrastructure of harnesses build to exercise the speci cation. These harnesses had been extensively tested and the transliteration of the Larch speci cation had been very straightforward. But our experience as engineeers told us that the most likely place for the error was in our own experimental set up, not the published speci cation, despite the fact that xing the speci cation actually removed the bug. So we spent two days subjecting our experimental set up to a wide range of regression and other tests, just to be sure that the error was not ours. Eventually, late one evening, we plucked up the courage to email Horning and state our discovery. Moments later the reply came back. \You have discovered that well-known bug which, to our great embarrassment, was printed in the rst edition of the book". We didn't know whether to laugh or cry.
Summary and Conclusions
In many cases execution can be the cheapest means of locating errors, particularly typographical ones that are easy to miss in inspections and even in paper proofs. The execution must work with the original speci cation directly, or via an automatic transliteration; whereas in academic environments it is acceptable to follow a translation scheme manually, in industry the cost and unreliability of this process render it unacceptable. Another signi cant part of the cost of executing speci cations is in the development of suitable libraries; executable de nitions of standard functions. These will probably be developed and marketed by third parties. For example, to execute the Hamming speci cation above requires an executable de nition of prime factorisation; this is certainly available o the shelf (for example in symbolic algebra packages). The e ort expended in developing the execution framework described in the previous section could not be justi ed in an industrial context unless it were to be reused in other validation exercises. Such reuse also helps to increase con dence in the execution harness itself. It is reasonable to be concerned about the soundness of this kind of speci cation testing. A recent contribution in this area is the correct executable semantics for Z currently being developed 33].
Inspections and reviews remain the rst and foremost method of nding errors in speci cations. Fagan claims that his method of inspecting design documents detects 60% of defects 34]; and this claim is substantiated by measurements of the CICS project 35] 36]. For this reason clarity of speci cation, and expressiveness of the notation used, must be given higher priority than executability. In this we concur with Hayes and Jones 12] in their concern that the desire for executability must not be allowed to bias the style of speci cation adopted. However we note the high proportion of published speci cations which have successfully been executed subsequent to their publication; execution, at least to some degree, is highly likely to be possible for any real speci cation.
It is interesting to note the comment on page 127 of the Modula 3 Threads speci cation 31], \an error in the speci cation that had not been noticed during more than a year of use was discovered while the original version of this chapter was being prepared for publication". This suggests that the standard process of review and inspection can easily fail to detect errors in speci cations of any realistic size. Perhaps the speci cation could have been written in a di erent way, or at a higher level of abstraction, so that the error we found by execution would also have been found by inspection and eliminated before publication. Our experience however suggests that it is not safe to rely on inspection alone; it is particularly easy for reviewers to miss typographical errors.
The restricted nature of execution means that, in general, it too cannot give full con dence in a given speci cation. It is therefore essential that execution be used in conjunction with other methods of validation.
Certainly we do not expect that execution will bring to light deeper problems with speci cations, except accidentally. For thorough examination of the consequences of de nitions we support Rushby's 16] methodology of challenging the speci cation. These challenges can only be answered positively by proof, whether oral, on paper, or computer-supported. We note however the powerful technique of automatically nding counter-examples which is possible for model checking of nite state machines, or linear arithmetic. Finding counter-examples by random search may be a valid use of computer time for certain challenges to more general speci cations, though we have as yet no evidence in support of this approach. Automatic partitioning 19] is a novel computer-based technique which may also, in some cases, help to validate speci cations cost e ectively.
Our conclusions be therefore be summarised Clarity has higher priority than executability To enable clear speci cations to be written the notation must be mathematically expressive Other methods of validating a speci cation, such as inspection and proof, are more general To support proof of speci cation properties the notation must have a clear mathematical semantics Realistic speci cations are often executable, or can easily be re-expressed in an executable form Some methods of execution give poor performance Performance can be improved by { transformation { restricting search to nite domains { employing e ective decision procedures for decidable subsets of the speci cation language { employing the user as an oracle Where e cient execution is possible it can be the most cost e ective method of nding typographical errors, or supplying counterexamples to false conjectures Execution must be cost-e ective, so any translation must be automatic, and there must be libraries of standard mathematical functions, and standard test harnesses.
